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Those overgrown apple trees can be productive once again!  Orchard restoration 
begins with understanding the ways of healthy trees. This discussion touches on 
the advantages to be found in an orchard ecology gone wild, tuning up soil 
mineral balance, and basic fruit tree horticulture. Bringing back productivity 
begins with competent pruning. Does that branch go? Or maybe that one? 
Understanding what to do will help you gain the confidence to go home and do 
right by your own trees.

Orchard Origins
Cross-pollinated seed
Selection odds of 1 in 10,000

Grafted tree vs. wild seedling
Spurs on the wane

New wood from old wood
Topworking potential

Wild Ecology
Fungal allies regained
Pathogen vectors

Beneficial balance
Emulating the forest edge

Understory Work
Neighborly sunshine
Root stirring to jumpstart vigor

Meadow ecosystem versus mowed grass
Haphazard mulching

Ramial wood chips

Fertility
Taproot advantage
Fertility ratios tied to disease resistance

Calcium investment
Trace minerals

Orchard compost
Foliar sprays

Regaining Productivity
From bud to shoot to spur
Crop load in pursuit of annual bearing

Bark health and tree paste

Pruning an overgrown tree
Structural matters

Seeking the big cuts
Taming the watersprout response

Subsequent thinning cuts
Branch training up high

Stone fruit variations
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PRUNING THAT OL’ 
APPLE TREE
     excerpt from The Holistic 
Orchard

The  journey  back to a  manageable-
sized tree is doable.  The quality  of the fruit 
is another  matter, for  a  chance seedling 
has about  a  one  in  ten  thousand  chance of 
being  pomologically  worthy.  Your  tree 
may  have been  a  named variety  grafted a 
century  ago, or  it  may  be a  pasture tree 
once valued for  its bittersweet  cider 
potential.

The  leaf  canopy  of a  tree supports a 
vast  root  system, and vice  versa.  Going  in 
with  a  pruning  saw  to undo decades of 
overgrowth  all  at  once can  be  disastrous to 
an  old tree.  It’s far  better  to approach  this 
task over  the course of a  few  growing 
cycles. Year  one is the time  to think  big. 
All  dead  and broken  branches can  be 
removed  first  to clarify  what’s going  on  in 
that  tumbled  confusion  of limbs.  Next 
seek  out  three  or  four  cuts either  back at 
the  trunk or  on  major  scaffold limbs— 
overly  tall  leaders and crossing  branches 
will  be  the chief targets.  An  overgrown 
tree likely  has a  structure of its own  that 
defies orderly  notions of a  single leader. 
You’re  the one who needs to adapt  and 
recognize the  virtue  of an  elder’s decision 
to fill  its light  space  in  artistic  ways. Clean, 
flush  cuts are important,  as a  stub of 
deadwood is an  entry  point  for  rot-causing 
organisms. 

The year  ahead provides plenty  of 
opportunity  to ruminate  on  the  shape of 
your  tree.  Heavy  pruning  invariably 
results in  an  abundance of watersprouts, 
vegetative  vertical  shoots that  can  keep 
your  tree in  a  nonfruiting  mode for  years 
to come.  These suckers should be 
summer-pruned in  early  August  to 
stimulate the tree  to put  more  energy  into 
fruit  buds the  following  spring.  Limit  your 
summer  cutting  to upright  shoots less 
than  an  inch  in  diameter,  leaving  the 
weakest  10–20  percent of these to provide 
a modicum of shading.

Midsized pruning  cuts resume  when 
the  late  dormant  season  (January  through 
April, depending  on  your  latitude)  comes 
around again.  One or  two big  cuts may 
still be  in  order;  otherwise  focus on  those 
weak  crotch  angles and excessive  growth 
that  blocks sunlight between  scaffolds. 
Stop short of removing  more than  a  third 
of a tree’s canopy in any one year. 

The focus on young wood capable of 
bearing fruit happens in year three. 
Improved light penetration will have 
initiated a shoot response throughout the 
tree that’s now ready to form fruiting 
spurs. This same energy can be channeled 
by bending supple watersprouts (the ones 
you left!) beneath an existing branch the 
growing season before. Vertical suckers, if 
held to a lateral position, will develop fruit  
buds for the next growing season. 
Moderate thinning cuts aimed at 
removing the spent portion of branch ends 
helps make room for this new wave of 
fruitful growth. The days of large limb 
removal should be behind you. Fertilizing 
a tree during these years of invigorating 
pruning cuts is usually not advised if 
terminal bud growth is 8 inches or more 
and the leaves are a healthy dark green 
hue. Woodsy compost and a widespread 
sprinkle of borax (in regions typically 
deficient in boron) in the fall of year two 
are appropriate for what should now be a 
productive and beautiful apple tree.
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